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Introduction

“World Environment Day”

Our environment is one of the most important aspects to survive on this planet.

Moreover, it is the only thing that can make life sustainable. Without it, we cannot

survive even a single day. For instance, our skin will burn, the lungs will get ruptured,

our blood pressure would rise.

Furthermore, we will not have food and water to survive. And this will also be possible

because of the imbalance of heat and atmospheric pressure. Thus it is important that we

should take care of the environment. Also, abandon all the exploitation that we are

causing it.



World Environment on 5th June every year. People from more than 100 countries

celebrate this day. Furthermore, the world environment day is run by the United

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Since the year 1973. Above all the main

purpose of celebrating this day was to spread awareness. The awareness was about

the conservation of our environment.

Moreover to also take various preventive measures to avert the effects of Global

warming. Since we all know that Global warming is the root cause of the ruin of our

environment. Therefore it is our duty to protect our environment. And stop all the

exploitation that is destroying it. Because in the end, it is our basic need for our

survival and our generations ahead.



Program report 

Objective: online celebration of world environmental day in COVID lockdown period. 

Organizer: Department of Botany; Shri Kuleshwar Mahadev Govt. College (Gobra)

Nawapara, Raipur-C.G.

Report: during the lowndown period, due to social distancing many of the college

activities was cancelled. However depart of botany tried to encourage B.Sc. Biology

students to do plantation in their house or nearby premises where they can take care off

their cultures. Many times the plated plants were not properly taken care. The advantage

of planting around residence could be maintain for long time. Under this program 400

plants including fruit plants, annual trees and medicinal plants were planted. The students

were connected online (by Google meet) with the faculties during the processes and sent

their photographs for filing.
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